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Presentation Notes
You might already know abut The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine where Each year more than 6,000 of the world's foremost scientists, engineers, and health professionals volunteer their time to address some of society's toughest challenges by serving on the hundreds of study committees that are convened to answer specific sets of questions. I will briefly introduce the next one of  these opportunities, the Roundtable on Low-Earth Orbit Materials Research



Three organizations comprise the Academies: 

the National Academy of Sciences, 
the National Academy of Engineering, 
the National Academy of Medicine

Known collectively as the National Academies 
of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine, 

Provides guidance that shapes policies, informs 
public opinion, and advances the pursuit of 
science, engineering, and medicine.
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For those of you that are new to The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine:  I can tell you that President Lincoln signed a congressional charter forming the National Academy of Sciences in 1863 to "investigate, examine, experiment, and report upon any subject of science." As science began to play an ever-increasing role in national priorities and public life, the National Academy of Sciences eventually expanded to include the National Research Council in 1916, the National Academy of Engineering in 1964, and the National Academy of Medicine, which was established in 1970 as the Institute of Medicine. We are known collectively as the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine, and we provide guidance that shapes policies, informs public opinion, and advances the pursuit of science, engineering, and medicine.



METHODS OF OPERATION

• CONSENSUS STUDIES
• Committee of Experts
• Extensive Report Review
• Consensus Advice

• CONVENING ACTIVITIES
• Workshops
• Roundtables
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Today, we are private, nonprofit institutions that provide expert advice on some of the most pressing challenges facing the nation.    our methods of operation are CONSENSUS STUDIES, Committee of Experts, Extensive Report Review, Consensus Advice, and Convening Activities such as: workshops and roundtables, like the roundtable on materials research were now starting.



Roundtable on Low-Earth Orbit Materials 
Research - Objectives

• To provide a forum, in a neutral setting, for -
• Exploring the opportunities and capabilities of the 

International Space Station National Laboratory (ISSNL), 
and similar future platforms, for conducting materials 
research in low-Earth orbit. 

• Coordinating efforts among stakeholders. 
• Increasing awareness in the broader open science 

community of current and future capabilities for low-Earth 
orbit materials research. 
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Roundtables, are ongoing activities that provide a neutral setting , for sometimes several years, in which representatives from multiple sectors convene to examine emerging topics of mutual interest and concern. Roundtables sometimes also convene public workshops and publish proceedings documenting discussions at these workshops, but these activities do not result in any official recommendations.  Instead each member take home what they learned from the discussions at the meeting.This particular roundtable will Explore the opportunities and capabilities of the International Space Station National Laboratory (ISSNL), and similar future platforms such as the potential future lunar gateway, for conducting materials research. It can also have a coordinating effort among stakeholders and potential stakeholders and Increase the awareness in the broader open science community of current and future capabilities for low-Earth orbit materials research. 



Roundtable on Low-Earth Orbit Materials 
Research - Process

• Roundtable Membership - Approximately 15 individuals 
from universities, government agencies, foundations, 
industry, and other organizations with an interest in the 
research capabilities of ISSNL and future low-Earth-orbit 
research platforms. 

• Will meet two times per year for a 1-day topical session. 

• Each Roundtable meeting will focus on a chosen topic, 
with roundtable members selecting topics and setting the 
agenda. 

• Sponsorship – Interested academic, government, 
industrial, other organizations to provide annual support.
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The Roundtable Membership will consist of Approximately 15 individuals from universities, government agencies, foundations, industry, and other organizations with an interest in the research capabilities of ISSNL and future research platforms in space. Members and their teams and guests Will meet two times per year for a 1-day topical session. Each Roundtable meeting will focus on a chosen topic, with roundtable members selecting topics and setting the agenda. Sponsorship for roundtables usually comes from some of the Interested academic, government, industrial, other organizations.



Examples of Possible Topics
• Materials Research in the Absence of Shear Thinning: New Glasses 

and Ceramics
• Solidification in Micro Gravity: Superalloys
• High Entropy Alloys: no buoyancy convection
• Reference Thermophysical Properties
• Self-Assembly, Self-Organize in Absence of Directional Forces: 

Liquid crystals / colloids
• Semiconductors: Diffusion, Annealing and Containerless Processing
• Semiconductors: 2D and Multi-layer 2D Materials Synthesis, 

Assembly, and Measurement
• Testing of Radiation Hard Electronics
• Additive Manufacturing
• Potential Future Capabilities and Needs for Low-Earth orbit 

materials research 
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Examples of possible topics are given here but keep in mind that it is ultimately  the roundtable members selecting future topics.A first example is    Materials Research in the Absence of Shear Thinning: and what it could do for   New Glasses and CeramicsAnother one is     Solidification in Micro Gravity: and perhaps what the effect is on new and interesting Superalloy compositionsAnother example could revolve around   High Entropy Alloys: and what no buoyancy convection will doYet another around   Reference Thermophysical Properties.Other interesting topics are Self-Assembly, Self-Organize in Absence of Directional Forces: perhaps for Liquid crystals / colloidsFor Semiconductors: there are the issues surrounding Diffusion, Annealing and Containerless Processing and also 2D and Multi-layer 2D Materials Synthesis, Assembly, and MeasurementOn important area that could be discussed is    Testing of Radiation Hard ElectronicsAs is Additive ManufacturingAnd of course the   Potential Future Capabilities and Needs for Low-Earth orbit materials research 



Effort of the National Materials and Manufacturing Board

NMMB’s’ mission is to provide objective, independent 
assessments of the current state of materials and manufacturing 
research and the applications of new and existing materials in 
innovative ways, including pilot-scale and large-scale 
manufacturing, the design of new devices, and disposal.                                                               
. NAP.EDU
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This suggested roundtable falls under the National Materials and Manufacturing BoardNMMB’s’ mission is to provide objective, independent assessments of the current state of materials and manufacturing research and the applications of new and existing materials in innovative ways, including pilot-scale and large-scale manufacturing, the design of new devices, and disposal. To mention a few pieces of work the NMMB has recently made available on the NAP.edu website: we have  frontiers of materials research, testing at the speed of light (a space radiation testing report), a review of the national nanotechnology initiative and a closer look at todays optics and photonics issues. The new roundtable will have a good home with the National Materials and Manufacturing Board



Are you interested in this Roundtable?

Do you want to participate and set the direction?

Contact Erik Svedberg

ESvedberg@nas.edu

(202) 334-2308

http://www.nationalacademies.org/
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Are you interested in this Roundtable?  Do you want to participate and perhaps even set the direction? Contact  me Erik Svedberg my address is  ESvedberg@nas.edu or call me at 202 334 2308Thanks for listening and the opportunity to highlight our next activity.

mailto:ESvedberg@nas.edu
http://www.nationalacademies.org/
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Low-Earth Orbit Materials Research Roundtable 
Image courtesy of the Duke Lemur Center
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